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Abstract:This paper presents and discusses development of emotion specific in Marathi Speech. The emotions 

are classified into four categories i.e anger, happinesss, sadness, surprise. There are different methods of 

speech synthesis are discussed, e.g.LMM, CART, GMM. Sentences of different and same words in all emotion 

are recorded by students of drama club. Prosody related features and spectral related features were analyzed to 

synthesize neutral speech. 17 mel cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were studied as prosody related featurs 

consisted of vocal tract frequency (f1), speech energy, duration.It is seen that value of all prosodic parameter 

have highest value for anger speech and lowest value for neutral speech. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
RECENTLY, more and  more efforts have been made in the research for expressive speech synthesis, 

among which emotion is a very important element [12], [13]. Some prosody features, such as pitch variables (F0 

level, range, contour, and jitter), and speaking rate have already been analyzed [14], [15].There are also some 

implementations in emotional speech synthesis. For instance, Mozziconacci [7] added emotion control 

parameters on the basis of tune methods, resulting in higher performance. A typical system was produced by 

Campbell [9], who created an expressive speech synthesis from a corpus gathered over five years and gave 

impressive synthesis results. Schroeder [10] and Eide [11] generated an expressive text-to-speech (TTS) engine 

which can be directed, via an extended speech synthesis markup language, to use a variety of expressive styles 

from about 10 h of ―neutral‖ sentences. There are different prosody conversion methods are introduced. Which 

aim at the transformation of the prosodic parameters, e.g., F0, duration, pitch and Energy of the given utterance. 

To generate emotional speech, linear modification model (LMM), a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) method 

and a classification and regression tree (CART) method were tried. The LMM makes direct modification of F0 

contours (F0 top, F0 bottom, and F0 mean), syllabic durations, and intensities from the acoustic distribution 

analysis results. The GMM method attempts to map the prosody features distribution from a ―neutral‖ state to 

the various emotions,  

While the CART model links linguistic features to the prosody conversion. The GMM method attempts 

to map the prosody features distribution from a ―neutral‖ state to the various emotions, while the CART model 

links linguistic features to the prosody conversion.[16 ].  

Emotions are expressed in speech, face, gait and other body languages explicitly by human beings 

along with internal physiological signals such as muscle voltage, blood volume pressure, skin conductivity and 

respiration. The vocal expressions are harder to regulate than other explicit emotional signals. So, it is possible 

to know the actual affective state of the speaker from her/his voice without any physical contact. But exact 

identification of emotion from voice is very difficult due to several factors. The speech consists broadly of two 

components coded simultaneously :(i) ―What is said‖ and (ii) ―How it is said‖. The first component consists of 

the linguistic information pronounced as per the sounds of the language. The second component consists of non-

linguistic or paralinguistic or suprasegmental component which includes the prosody of the language i.e. pitch, 

intensity and speaking-rate rules to give lexical and grammatical emphasis for the spoken messages and the 

prosody of emotion to express the affective state of the speaker. In addition, speakers also possess their own 

style, i.e. a characteristic articulation rate, intonation habit and loudness characteristic. Thus, isolation of the 

affective information i.e. the emotion, from voice is not easy.[17] 

 In   this paper ,the study of vocal emotion  is  carried  out using speech samples of Indian language: 

Marathi which is native language of the state of mshtrahara.The total number of  mono-sounds(vowel 

,semivowel and consonants) in these language is up to 40.The present work investigates how the speech 

parameter  e.g. vocal tract frequeny,spectrum energy ,fundamental frequency ,duration  represent the emotion 

like sadness,happiness,surprise,anger. 

             In this paper, 17 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) are estimated which helps to estimate 

the duration of vowels,semivowels,and consonenst.HMM window frame of 30 msec is used to estimate the 

vocal tract frequency.MATLAB 10 software is used for programming 
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II.     Data Collection 
The following equipment and software are used in the recording process: (i) a wearable headphone-mic 

set for single channel recording, (ii) a notebook computer with onboard sound interface having 16-bit depth and 

44.1kHz sampling frequency, (iii) an almost noise-free small closed room.20 sentences having different words 

in all emotion s are recorded by male and female students of drama club . And 20 sentences having same words 

in all emotions are also recorded. The subjects are asked to rehearse their acting a few times before final 

recording. The distance between the Microphone and the mouth of the subject and the Line-in Volume of the 

notebook are simultaneously adjusted such that the speech waveforms are not clipped while recording. 

 

III.      Listening Test 
A listening test of the emotional utterances is carried out with the help of 6 randomly selected volunteer 

human judges i.e. listeners (3 Males and 3 Females) for the Marathi language database. 

 

IV.      Feature Extraction 
 For each utterances following pre processing tasks are done:(i)all utterances are sampled at 8.1khz 

sampling frequency,(ii)the frame duration is chosen to be of 30msec.Seventeen MFCC coefficients and energy 

feature are computed from each hamming window frame using 17 triangular mel frequency filter banks. 23 

formant frequencies are estimated. Teager() function from MATLAB 10 software is used to estimate the 

spectrum energy.Duretion for vowel(d11),semivowel(d12),consonant-(d13) are estimated  using lpc coefficients. 

A. Feature Extraction of MFCCs The first purpose to explore the spectral features by using the Mel-frequency 

cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) is that they have been widely employed in speech recognition due to superior 

performance when compared to other features. [1] The Mel-frequency cepstrum is a representation of the short-

term power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear cosine transform of a log power spectrum on a nonlinear Mel 

scale of frequency. For each speech frame of 30 ms, a set of Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients was 

computed. Fig. 1 shows the MFCC feature extraction process containing following steps:  

 
Fig.1.Mel- Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

Step 1: Pre–emphasis  

This step processes the passing of signal through a filter which emphasizes higher frequencies. This 

process will increase the energy of signal at higher frequency.  

Y[n] = X[n] * 0.95 X [n-1] …… (1)  

Step2: Framing 

 It is a process of segmenting the speech samples obtained from the analog to digital conversion 

(ADC), into the small frames with the time length within the range of 20-40 ms. Framing enables the non 

stationary speech signal to be segmented into quasi-stationary frames, and enables Fourier Transformation of the 

speech signal. It is because, speech signal is known to exhibit quasi-stationary behaviour within the short time 

period of 20-40  ms. 

Step3: Windowing 

Windowing step is meant to window each individual frame, in order to minimize the signal 

discontinuities at the beginning and the end of each frame. Hamming window is used as window shape by 

considering the next block in feature extraction processing chain and integrates all the closest frequency lines.  

The Hamming window equation is given as:  

 If the Hamming window is defined as W (n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N- 1 where, N = number of samples in each 

frame, Y[n] = Output signal, X (n) = input signal ,W (n) = Hamming window, then the result of windowing 

signal is shown below:  

Y(n) = X(n)  X  W(n)        

W(n)=0.54-0.46cos(2πn/N-1)  ………0 ≤ n ≤ N- 1…(2) 

 

Step4: FFT 
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 FFT converts each frame of N samples from the time domain into the frequency domain. The Fourier 

Transform is to convert the convolution of the input pulse and the vocal tract impulse response in the time 

domain. This statement supports the equation below: 

 Y (w) = FFT [h(t) * X(t)] = H(w) * X(w) ……..(3)  

Step5: Mel Filter bank and Frequency wrapping: 

 The mel filter bank consists of overlapping triangular filters with the cut off frequencies determined by 

the center frequencies of the two adjacent filters. The filters have linearly spaced centre frequencies and fixed 

bandwidth on the mel scale. Then, each filter output is the sum of its filtered spectral components. Following 

equation is used to compute the Mel for given frequency f in HZ:            F(Mel) = [2595* log 10 [1+F] 700] 

………(4)  

Step6: Discrete Cosine Transform 

It is used to orthogonalise the filter energy vectors. Because of this orthogonalization step, the 

information of the filter energy vector is compacted into the first number of components and shortens the vector 

to number of components  

 

IV.    Result And Discussion 
Following figures shows graph between gain Vs Frequency. Fig.2.shows the gain vs frequency graph 

for the emotion anger,the words are‖Kay kartoy he?Kiti vela tech tech sangayach?‖ Fig.3 shows the graph for 

emotion happiness and the words are,‖Kiti sunder phul aahe he?‖.fig.4 shows the emotion surprise and the 

words are ,‖Kay?tyzyakade paise nahit?‖.fig.5 shows the emotion sadness and the words are ,‖Mala kahich 

karata yet nahi‖  

     

                                    
  Fig.2 Anger                                                               Fig.3.Happiness 

                                   
  Fig.4 Surprise                                                                                             Fig.5.Sadness    

 
Fig.6 Neutral 
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Fig 7 to 11 shows how the amplitude varies for different emotion for the same sentences Which are mentioned 

above. For anger, it shows maximum amplitude, for happiness and surprise it has near about same amplitude. 

Neutral having lowest amplitude. 
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   Fig.7.Anger                                                                                              Fig.8.Happiness 
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  Fig.9.Surprise                                                                                    Fig.10 Sadness 
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Fig.11 Neutral 

The value of parameters Energy, Vocal tract frequency(F1), duration  related to emotions angry, happiness, 

sadness, surprise and neutral are shown in table. 

 

TABLE I. Distribution of Prosodic Parameters IN Different Emotions(pp:Prosodic Parameter) 
Emotions 

PP 

Anger Happiness Surprise Sadness Neutral 

E(DB) 155 137 123 106 90 

D(ms) 3.9 3.7 3.5 2.4 1.9 

F1(HZ) 42.9 42.9 36.8 30.6 25.9 

 

From above Table it shows that Energy goes on decreasing from anger to neutral speech. Anger speech has 

highest energy. In most of the cases happiness and surprise have same energy. Sadness have lowest energy. 

Duration (Vowel+semivowel+consonent) is also goes on decreasing as we go from anger to Neutral speech. 

Vocal tract frequency of anger and happiness is mostly same. Sadness having lowest frequency. 

     It is complicated to convert ―neutral speech into emotional speech‖. Previous result has discussed on 

various methods [17] like GMM, CART, and Linear modification methods. The GMM method is much more 

suitable for a small training set, while CART give better output if trained in a large context balanced corpus. 
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V.    Future Work 
 Our study is going on pitch parameter and  LPC vocoder to convert neutral speech into emotional 

speech. 

 

VI.        Conclusion 
    This paper has described a perception experiment that was designed to make a classification of 

emotional speech. The classification results help us to achieve more acoustic patterns when synthesizing 

emotional speech. 
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